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(>99.999%, all gases from Air Liquide) were controlled with
mass flow controllers (Brooks SLA5850). Up and downstream
pressures were regulated to guarantee calibration conditions of
the devices at all time. The reactor consisted of a 1/2” stainless
steel (1.4435) tube (ID: 8.5 mm) with three separately
controlled aluminum heating jackets, each being 95 mm long
with 5 mm distance from each other. The middle zone acted as
the reaction zone whereas the lower and upper zone acted as
buffer zones and were filled with inert silicon carbide particles
(200−300 μm). Up to 2 g of catalyst (100−200 μm) were
placed in the reaction zone and were diluted with an adequate
amount of silicon carbide particles (200−300 μm) to the
extent of the whole zone. The temperature along the reactor
was measured with an axially movable thermocouple (type K)
inserted into a centrally positioned 1/8” tube. The reactor
effluent was led into a hot trap where long chain hydrocarbons
(referred to as wax phase) and part of the water were
condensed at 80 °C. The remaining gas was superheated and
after the back pressure regulator (Equilibar LF Research
Series) mixed with N2 (internal standard for online GC
analysis). The system pressure was monitored at several
positions in the setup using electronic pressure transmitters
(WIKA S 20). The relatively low temperature in the hot trap
was necessary to avoid carry over issues of long chain
hydrocarbons in the online GC.
Experimental Procedure. For the experiments, the

reactor was filled with catalyst/diluent, integrated into the
setup, pressurized with hydrogen to 10 bar above the later
operating pressure, and checked for leakages with a H2
semiconductor sensor. Prior to the startup of the reactor, the
feed gas composition was checked via the bypass line. The
deviation between the target flow rates and bypass measure
ments was below 2% for all conditions.
For the catalyst activation a combined procedure consisting

of reduction with hydrogen and subsequent carburization with
diluted syngas was adapted from Landau et al.28 The catalyst
was first reduced with 100 mLN gCatalyst

−1 hydrogen at 450 °C
(ramp: 1 K min−1) for 16 h under atmospheric pressure. The
reactor was then cooled down to 300 °C, and the catalyst was
carburized with 200 mLN gCatalyst

−1 diluted syngas (molar ratio
H2/CO/Ar: 1/1/2) for 5 h. The setup was then pressurized
with hydrogen, and the feed flow rates were set.
The investigated experimental conditions are summarized in

Table 1. In total, 38 different conditions were studied. For each

condition the reaction was maintained for at least 24 h to
guarantee steady state conditions and produce a sufficient
amount of wax for analysis. The temperature deviation within
the catalyst bed was below ±2 K for all conditions (±1 K for
most conditions). The startup condition was repeated after 3
days to check for catalyst deactivation. The catalyst was not

operated for more than 150 h in one experimental series. An
increased deactivation rate was observed at 320 °C for XCO2

>

40%. We thus excluded the measurement with the highest
residence time at 320 °C from the kinetic analysis.

Product Analysis. The online GC analysis was performed
with a customized Agilent 8890 GC system (Teckso GmbH)
employing 5 valves, 5 columns, and 3 detectors. H2, CO2, CO,
N2, and CH4 were separated on two HaysepQ and an MS5A
column and measured with a thermal conductivity detector
(TCD). Short chain hydrocarbons (C1−C6) were separated on
a GS GasPro column and detected with a flame ionization
detector (FID). Long chain hydrocarbons up to C17 were
separated on a HP 5 column and detected with an FID, as well.
It has to be noted that short chain oxygenates up to C3 which
are formed in significant amounts during the reaction
(especially ethanol) cannot be measured by the online GC.
H2, CO2, CO, and CH4 were quantified with the internal

standard N2 via individual calibration curves that were
determined with reference gas mixtures (basi Schöberl). The
quantification of hydrocarbons was achieved using CH4 as the
reference gas with the assumption of a constant carbon number
dependence relative to CH4 for all components. The carbon
balance of the gas phase analysis only was thereby closed
between 89.9% to 99.8%.
The wax phase (C7−C50) that was drained from the hot trap

was dissolved in n hexane (5 g L−1, Supelco Suprasolv) and
analyzed with a dedicated high temperature GC FID system
(Agilent 7890B equipped with high temperature FID). The
sample was introduced via direct injection with a program
mable temperature inlet (Da Vinci Laboratory Solutions) to
avoid discrimination of high boiling components. The
separation was performed with an MXT 1 column (Restek,
30 m, 0.53 mm ID, 0.25 μm film). The analysis was done with
a 100% method and response factors of 1 for all components.
The hydrocarbon product of the reaction is very complex

with several hundred different species and can hardly be
reliably resolved with our available 1 D GC FID analysis. Thus,
we only allocated n alkanes and 1 alkenes up to C20. All other
species were lumped into the group other which includes iso
alkanes, iso alkenes, linear alkenes with internal double bond,
cyclo alkanes, aromatic components, and oxygenates.
The amount of wax that was drained from the hot trap was

too small to be reliably quantified (neither by volume nor by
weight if any was formed at all). From the analysis of short
chain oxygenates from a representative water sample, we
concluded that ∼80% of the deficit of the carbon balance
belongs to the wax phase. Solid carbon formation was
neglected. Based on pressure drop measurements, we did not
find any evidence for excessive carbon formation during the
reaction.

Data Analysis and Definitions. The residence time is
given as either the gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) at normal
conditions (0 °C and 1 atm) or as the modified residence time
τmod under reaction conditions. Hereby, ̇Vin denotes the
volumetric flow rate at the reactor inlet under reaction
conditions. Normal conditions are explicitly tagged with the
subscript N. mcat denotes the mass of the catalyst used.

=
̇

GHSV
V

m
in,N

cat (4)

Table 1. Experimental Conditions Investigated in This
Study

T/°C (H2/CO2)in p/bar GHSV/mLN h
−1 g−1 No. of conditions

280 3 10 900 120 000 8
300 2 10 900 7200 4
300 3 10 900 120 000 8
300 3 15 1800 14 400 4
300 3 20 3600 28 800 3
300 4 10 900 7200 4
320 3 10 900 120 000 7
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H2O is usually observed for iron based FT catalysts.38 The
individual contribution of the two effects will be analyzed with
the developed kinetic model in the next section.
Kinetic Analysis. Model Performance. The comparison of

model results with experimental data is shown in Figure 4. The
parity plots of CO2 conversion and CO selectivity are given in
Figure 6. In general, a very good agreement of the experimental
data with the model could be achieved. The calculated CO2
conversions deviate less than 5% from the experimental values.
The deviation may appear higher from Figure 4, though. One
has to keep in mind that the model is solved individually for
each experimental condition in the regression process taking
into account small deviations of the feed flow rates. The
calculated CO selectivities deviate less than 20% from the
experimental values. The higher deviation is not surprising
since the CO molar flow rates had a 3 fold higher
measurement uncertainty and the selectivity is a derived
measure from two quantities. The relationship between CO2
conversion and CO selectivity, however, is correctly described
by the model as shown in Figure 4. The maximum relative
deviations of the molar flow rates of CO2 and CO (which were
actually fitted) were 3% and 10%, respectively.
The estimated parameters with their individual linearized

95% confidence regions and the approximate correlation
matrix are given in Table 3. Each of the parameters is
statistically significant with relative uncertainties ranging from
13% to 47%. Based on the evaluation of the profile t
functions,32 the linearly approximated confidence intervals
are reasonable estimates of the inference regions except for
kFT,300 °C. A precise 95% confidence interval of kFT,300 °C is
given by [4.28 × 10−2, 1.07 × 10−1] as opposed to [3.36 ×
10−2, 9.42 × 10−2] in the linearized case.
The reaction rate constants are heavily correlated with the

inhibition coefficients in the denominator which is an implicit
problem of LHHW kinetic expressions due to the model
structure. Ratkowsky39 proposed a reparameterization for
LHHW kinetic expressions which leads to statistically more
well behaved parameter estimates. However, it does not allow
for the simultaneous regression of reaction rate constants and
activation energies which is similarly undesirable.
The high uncertainty of the FT parameters is caused by the

consideration of CO inhibition in the denominator of the FT
rate expression (see eq 10). Statistically more well behaved
parameter estimates can be obtained when it is neglected. The
overall model performance is worse in this case, though (see
Supporting Information). The CO partial pressures are rather
low under the observed conditions. Thus, the inhibiting
influence on the kinetics is smaller than under traditional FT
conditions and prone to a larger uncertainty. Nevertheless, as
the inhibiting effect of CO is usually important for the kinetic

modeling of iron based FT catalysts40,41 and the overall fitting
result was significantly improved, we kept it.
We also assessed the model of Riedel et al.6 (which is widely

used in the literature13−15) for our experimental data. The
model can reproduce the data satisfactorily but strongly suffers
from statistically ill behaved parameters (for details see
Supporting Information). Riedel et al.6 adapted existing rate
expressions of FT and WGS for their model which were not
developed for the special conditions of CO2−FT. From this
point of view, the poor performance is not surprising. Results
for the model of Saeidi et al.21 and additional model
modifications which may be considered for our model are
shown and discussed in the Supporting Information.

Influence of RWGS Equilibrium. It is usually good practice
to measure the kinetic data of a reaction far from its
equilibrium to avoid any bias of the parameter estimates.
However, this could not be avoided here due to the different
reaction rates of FT and RWGS. Figure 5 shows clearly that
the RWGS was close to equilibrium for most of the
investigated conditions. During the model discrimination we
observed that the overall model performance was hardly
affected by the assumed reaction pathway for the RWGS step.
For our available data, it was most important to consider the
equilibrium and kinetic inhibition by water (here via adsorbed
oxygen species). More insights into the RWGS reaction could
only be obtained with detailed experiments within the kinetic
regime. For the FT reaction however, we could clearly obtain
the best fit under the assumption of H assisted CO
dissociation with the second hydrogenation step being rate
determining (see Supporting Information). This has also been
reported for the traditional FT synthesis.42

The bias introduced by the RWGS equilibrium may explain
significantly varying results between different kinetic studies.
Table 4 summarizes the reported activation energies. To some

Table 3. Estimated Parameters of the Proposed Kinetic Model with Individual Linearized 95% Confidence Intervals and
Approximate Correlation Matrix

95% confidence interval

Parameter Unit Estimated value absolute relative Approximate correlation matrix

kRWGS,300 °C mol h−1 g−1 bar−1.5 8.13 × 10−2 ±1.92 × 10−2 ±24% 1.00 0.39 0.54 0.38 0.92 0.45 0.34
kFT,300 °C mol h−1 g−1 bar−2 6.39 × 10−2 ±3.03 × 10−2 ±47% 1.00 0.04 0.38 0.26 0.99 0.97
EA,RWGS kJ mol−1 1.15 × 102 ±1.60 × 101 ±14% 1.00 0.50 0.47 0.07 0.01
EA,FT kJ mol−1 6.78 × 101 ±8.51 ±13% 1.00 0.33 0.40 0.37
aRWGS 1.63 × 101 ±3.54 ±22% 1.00 0.32 0.24
aFT 9.07 ±2.86 ±31% 1.00 0.93
bFT bar−1 2.44 ±1.01 ±41% 1.00

Table 4. Reported Activation Energies of RWGS and FT for
the Hydrogenation of CO2 to Hydrocarbons for Different
Catalysts (Relative Composition Is Given on Weight Basis)

EA/kJ mol−1

Catalyst RWGS FT

15Fe/5.25K@100γ-Al2O3 (This study) 115 68
15Fe/10K@100γ-Al2O3

15 73 50
100Fe/13Al2O3/10Cu/10K

6 55 72
100Fe/2K14 139 95
100Fe/10K44 119 71
100Fe-Al-O spinel/4K16 72
100Fe/3K/2.6Cu19 ∼20a

aRWGS assumed to be in equilibrium.
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